z-screen

SIDE FASTENING SYSTEM

CONTROL

Z-SCREEN CAN BE MOTORISED

z-screen

UTILISING THE MEDIUM OR LARGE
MOTORS FROM ROLLEASE ACMEDA’S
AUTOMATE RANGE.

SIDE FASTENING SYSTEM

Stylish remote controls, featuring a premium daily
time-scheduling function, allow you to simply
‘set-and-forget’ for the ultimate in comfort and
convenience.
Alternatively, Z-Screen can be integrated into
your existing home automation system.
Z-Screen can also be manually operated with
either a chain or crank gear system.

Style´s advanced
Z-Screen system is
an architecturerally
designed enclosed
window covering
solution.

z-screen
SYSTEM

FURTHER ENHANCES ENERGY
CONSERVATION compared to

VERSATILE SYSTEM to achieve
hortizontal, vertical and angled
applications.

a standard roller blind by trapping
unwanted heat from entering the room.

Capable of achieving COMPLETE

BLACKOUT.

SECURE SIDE FASTENING
SOLUTION for internal and external
roller shades.

CAPACITY

DIMENSIONS

DROP IN METRES (UP TO)

2m

1m

Box 85

2m

Box 100

3m

4m

Box 120
Box 100
Box 85

INSECT
BARRIER

MULTI-PURPOSE
INSTALLATION

Featuring an ergonomic ‘zip lock’ design, the breakthrough
technology provides a unique fabric guide, fastening and
securing the fabric within the side channels at all times.
The purpose-made zip, which is permanently attached to
the fabric, creates a seal between your window and blind
providing a complete edge to edge window covering.
Z-Screen is all enclosed within an elegant aluminum
frame which will ensure the system gives any room an
architecturally designed finish.

123mm x 123mm
103mm x 103mm
88mm x 88mm

The Z-Screen system creates the optimal internal environment, offering energy
saving advantages by keeping external heat out during summer and trapping warm
air indoors during winter.
In addition to maintaining a comfortable room temperature, the system also serves as an
outstanding insect barrier – the zip-lock technology ensures that gaps and openings from your
window coverings are a thing of the past.

3m

Box 120
4m

ENERGY
SAVING

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

WIDTH IN METRES (UP TO)
1m

Z-Screen is an advanced
roller blind system that is
at the forefront of window
furnishing technology. With
benefits including light
blackout and temperature
control, it is extremely
durable, aesthetically
appealing and innovatively
designed for both domestic
and commercial settings.

COMPLETE
BLACKOUT

33mm

Z-Screen can deliver a superior blackout environment
compared to standard blinds when used with appropriate
fabrics. Available in three headbox sizes – 85, 100 & 120mm,
Z-Screen’s look has been crafted with contemporary squareedge aesthetics to complement any interior. Z-Screen also
caters for a range of blind sizes, from as small as 400mm
widths up to an impressive 4 metre width and drop.

A Z-Screen blind is
extremely versatile.
It is suitable for standard
straight drop, angled
windows or horizontal
installations such
as skylights.

SIDE FASTENING
FUNCTION

OUTER CHANNEL

FABRIC

ZIP

INNER CHANNEL

Z-Screen’s flexible and
practical application can
offer a solution wherever
privacy, shade or complete
blackout is required.
It enhances a range of
corporate, commercial or
domestic environments
including:

· HOME THEATRES
· BEDROOMS
· BOARDROOMS
· HOTEL ROOMS
· FUNCTION ROOMS

DIVERSE
APPLICATIONS

The Z-Screen system
is an asset to a
variety of spaces.

